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You are about to experience Carey Interior
Designs, a Virtual Talk with Patrina, a ‘do-it-
yourself’ online option to assist you with your
interior design questions.

Your choice! Spend this ninety minute online
time designing anyway you select. Your chance
to have a one on one conversation regarding
your design project. Get valuable design advice
from an interior designer that has  over 15 years
of experience!
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INTRODUCTION
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NEED HELP WITH YOUR DESIGN DILEMMA

Thinking about painting your cabinets or buying
new? Debating between a gold or silver finish?

Searching for the perfect area rug? Can't decide
which color to paint your Living Room?

Thinking about buying various accents pieces, but
not sure if they work with your decor?

1-441-300-4851 patrina@careyinteriordesigns.com

INTRODUCTION
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You will begin by purchasing the 90 Minute Virtual
Chat with Patrina to get started.

1-441-300-4851 patrina@careyinteriordesigns.com

HOW IT WORKS.................

Next, you will receive an email to schedule your
appointment to view Patrina's calendar and book your
90 minute appointment and a ZOOM invite will be sent
to you.

Once your consultation is complete, Patrina will email a
summary including everything we talked about to be
electronically signed!

Please prepare by prioritizing ONE MUST HAVE to help
Patrina answer your question thoroughly and accurately.
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HOW IT WORKS.................

One week after our chat, you will receive access
to your secured account in StyleRow Design
Studio (our online platform to manage our
working relationship). Within your Studio, you
will have access to all of the tools necessary for
your project. 

Please APPROVE all items in your FILES & MEDIA
so that we may move to the next step.
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HOW IT WORKS.................

Once all FILES & MEDIA have been give the
thumbs up, you will receive an itemized list of
products that you approved and where to
purchase.
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I have an awkward ceiling height, where
should I hang my drapery rod?
What color should I paint my child's
bedroom?
My Living Room area rug seems too small, any
suggestions?
I have purchased a chandelier to go over my
dining room table, how high off the table
should I hang it?
I can't decide between two finishes, can you
help?

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS ASK
BY OTHER CLIENT.............
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EXAMPLE QUESTIONS ASK
BY OTHER CLIENT.............

I have selected a fabric for my dining chairs
but I am worried about stains and spills?
I have found the perfect coffee table but not
sure which finish, can you help me choose 

Are blinds still in style, can you give me your
opinion?
I have selected my paint colors, but I don't
know how to combine them, what are your
thoughts?

       based on my provided options?
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I have purchased a chandelier to go over
my dining room table, how high off the
table should I hang it?
How much should my countertop overhang
for my kitchen stools?

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS ASK
BY OTHER CLIENT.............
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PRICE $550.00

VIRTUAL CHAT WITH PATRINA - 90 MINUTES

Send Your Contact Information

Click Here

https://hello.dubsado.com/public/form/view/5fe3b5bcf311b87979866bb3
https://portal.careyinteriordesigns.com/public/form/view/63ae3d5e17b60fc4c0809d72

